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Windows with sashes and frames of quality wood, simple glass panes in the sashes
and linseed oil-based paint and putty last for hundreds of years with regular maintenance.

THE BEAUTY

Slimmer frames, sashes and sills, carefully designed woodwork, fittings, dynamic glass with maximum possible lightning and carefully thought-out measurements satisfy our human needs for beauty.

THE PRIVATE ECONOMY

Renovation and energy effectivization of existing windows are cost effective both in the short and long
run.

THE INCREASE IN VALUE

Well-preserved windows are sought after details for home buyers and increases the value of the property.

THE SOCIETAL DEVELOPMENT

Continuous maintenance creates work opportunities locally, small businesses with tax incomes within the
country and diminished environmental costs.

THE ENVIRONMENT

Renovation, energy improvement and long-term maintenance of older wood windows results in the minimum possible consumption of resources, minimum possible use of environmentally hazardous material
and minimum possible emission of greenhouse gasses.

THE INDOOR CLIMATE

In houses with functioning natural draught systems, the traditional windows with their wind- but not air
proof constructions are necessary for a good indoor climate.

THE MATERIALS

Traditional window maintenance uses materials suitable for biological cycles like wood and vegetable oil
for impregnation, paint and putty. Window craftsmen have an established practice of recycling of windowpanes.

THE CULTURAL HISTORY

Preserved older windows are significant for the experience of historic environments and therefore important for our coming generations’ possibility to understand the cultural heritage.

THE HEALTH

One gets the greatest possible lighting with slender window sashes and mullions, profiled woodwork and
dynamic glass that also help to diffuse the light in the room.
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